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„[...] These speakers literally scream out for punk and rock 
music. One thing for certain here, though, is that I definitely 
don't want to smash my guitar against the carefully cra� ed 
MDF housing."

„[...] Even when used at a party in your garage or garden shed, 
these muscular units can really kick things o� ."

Playful candidates
Controlling Magnat's Transpuls 1000 with a 150 watt signal 
presents me with a bit of a challenge. But the RV4 amp from 
the same company o� ers exactly what I need. However, using 
the setup at these kinds of volumes could result in my glasses 
bouncing out of my cabinets - and probably out of my neighbors' 
cabinets as well. Nevertheless, I risk cranking up the volume of 
the amplifier towards its maximum setting for a few tracks - 
and I'm not le�  disappointed. During the intro to Allen Alien's 
"UFO", my entire sofa seems to bounce for joy. My heartbeat is 
in tune with the gripping bass line of the track. Impressed by 
the brute force delivered by the huge bass membrane, I turn 
to Yello and "Kiss The Cloud". Once again, I feel quite ecstatic 
about the extremely low levels that the Transpuls is able to 
reproduce in the audible and tangible frequency spectrum. The 
crisp bass drum is hard-hitting and I find myself not wanting to 
turn it down at all. Fortunately, all of my glasses are still intact."

„[...] While the volume and bass delivered by the Transpuls 
1000 are fascinating, this speaker is also more than adept at 
handling delicate and quieter tracks. When used at a normal 
room volume, the sound unfolds with an impressive impact. 
The o� set horn tweeters produce a pleasantly broad stereo 
sound stage."

Overall rating:  Price Tip
Class:  Mid range
Price/performance: excellent

Pros
+ Powerful reproduction
+ Punchy fundamental tone
+ Horn tweeter
+ Can be set up close to a wall

Cons
- No cons

Conclusion:
"The Transpuls 1000 from Magnat is a speaker with an 
understatement. And it won't leave a large hole in your wallet 
either. Its powerful design is not only impressive from the 
outside. Unleashing the 300 watts of music power delivers 
a sense of pure elation. All of the components are designed 
in a robust manner, which makes it perfect for generating 
an impressive sound at a medium-sized party. If you need 
things to be a little more inconspicuous, the brute force can 
be simply concealed behind a seemingly innocuous front 
panel. This allows the Transpuls 1000 to blend easily into 
more conservative living room setups. However, it really feels 
comfortable between electric guitars, drums and stage amps, 
where it can present its feisty appearance. If you like the huge 
bass driver but want to step it up a notch, the Transpuls 1500, 
which features a 38 centimeter bass chassis, is available as a 
larger option."

Read the full review at www.lite-magazin.de.

POWERFUL SPEAKERS WITH A VINTAGE APPEARANCE


